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1. Project Background

1.1 Executive Summary
The Mesopotamian Campaign took place in what is now Iraq between 1915 and
1918. The Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force, comprising regiments from the British
and British Indian armies, fought against the multi-national Ottoman army in a longdrawn-out campaign starting at the Persian Gulf and progressing up the Tigris and
Euphrates, reaching Baghdad in 1917. Total Allied casualties were 93,000, of which
27,675 were killed in action or died from wounds or sickness. The Mesopotamian
Campaign ultimately had two strategic global goals for the Allies: to retain access to
British India and to control the increasingly important Persian oilfields which exported
from the Abadan Refinery close to Basra. The Royal Navy was converting from coal
to oil, and during the course of the war the internal combustion engine was becoming
essential on the Western Front, with aeroplanes (55,000 had been made by Britain
by 1918) tanks (the British and French armies had made 6506 by 1918), and motor
vehicles such as lorries, cars and motorcycles (the British alone had made 113,000
by 1918). Behind these factual details were thousands of human stories – soldiers
from all over the world fighting in the searing heat of the desert. After the more
recent Gulf and Iraq Wars, which were fought in exactly the same area, there is a
particular resonance for the Mesopotamian Campaign, with many serving soldiers
having experienced the same conditions. Through modern media there is also a
heightened awareness of the impact these wars can have on the civilian population,
and in modern Britain we can encounter ex-patriot Iraqis, Kurds and Iranians.
This project aimed to engage secondary school teachers and pupils with their local
heritage, opening their eyes to the fact that local men travelled to far-off places
during the First World War (FWW), not just the Western Front. Using the resources
of the Lancashire Infantry Museum, it was intended that the students would explore
the personal stories behind the Mesopotamian Campaign and interpret those in a
way that opens them up to other young people.
Working with the Lancashire Infantry Museum (LIM) in Preston, Lancashire County
Council’s (LCC) Heritage Learning Team engaged with educators and creative
practitioners from its bank of freelancers to develop a project with 5 secondary
schools. Initially there will be a consultation period with teachers to identify themes
and curriculum links. Having signed up the schools, LCC will work with students at
LIM to develop historical enquiry skills, uncovering stories of local soldiers who went
to Mesopotamia and their families left at home. At the same time, ‘Away from the
Western Front’ (AFTWF) will engage schools with Iraqi and Indian pupils, inviting
them to contribute their own perspectives to the project. LCC will also select students
to meet and correspond with Iraqi students involved with the separate project funded
by the British Institute for the Study of Iraq, which will set up exchange visits for 6
students and 2 members of staff to meet a similar group in the chosen area
(expected to be London). After the research period, there will be a body of work,
which the school children will be able to draw upon to develop creative activities. The
form of the creative output will depend on the chosen subject links. Plans were for an
art project, leading to the creation of graphic novels. These creative outputs could tell
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the stories of individuals, medical issues, regimental histories, or could be an
interpretation of a letter home. This idea was to cover many cross-curricular
elements including History, Literacy, ICT, Art and Design and History. The intention
was that these outputs could then be shared digitally and made available as a
teaching resource for other schools studying WW1.
The legacy of this project is that the creative outputs from the four schools who took
part have now been published on the Away From the Western Front project’s
website (see link below):
https://awayfromthewesternfront.org/projects/from-lancashire-to-mesopotamia/arts/
This report summarises the aims, methodology and outcomes of the project.
1.2 Project Overview
The project consisted of various distinct phases. At each stage we worked across all
of the four participating schools:
- Hodgson Academy, Poulton-le-Fylde
- Walton-le-Dale High School, Walton-le-Dale
- Central Lancaster High School, Lancaster
- Carnforth High School, Carnforth
The initial brief was to work with 5 schools, however, St. Michael’s CE High School,
Chorley decided to take part in another project instead.
The key phases of the project consisted of the following:
Phase 1- Introduction to the project, the campaign in Mesopotamia during WW1 and
research.
Phase 2- Researching allocated topics by the schools with support from the project
and the Lancashire Infantry Museum.
Phase 3- Writing, designing and producing a creative piece, based on a story
selected from the research.
Phase 4- Presentation and celebration of the creative pieces. Pupils presented their
work at the end of project event at the Lancashire Infantry Museum on 12th July
2018.
Phase 5- Publication of the creative pieces on the Away from the Western Front
project’s website.
2. Structure and Delivery
2.1 Phase 1- Introduction to the project, the campaign in Mesopotamia
during WW1 and research.
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Lead teachers in each school were provided with an overview of the Project Launch
Event prior it’s delivery so that they could see what the project was aiming to
achieve.
The Project Co-coordinator then visited schools to introduce the project to teachers
and students. Students were provided with an
interactive session on the causes of WW1 where
the school said that the students had little or no
knowledge of the conflict.
They were then provided with an interactive
session on the Mesopotamia campaign, walking
through the main battles and events.
Following this, students undertook an exercise
exploring WW1 artifacts relevant to the campaign
and then another to help demonstrate how to
undertake research on individual soldiers. The
session then concluded with the challenge to
research a specific regiment or aspect of the campaign, to select a story form that
research and to then produce a creative output that would help tell that story to other
young people. They were provided with a pack of primary sources and introduced to
a selection of secondary sources.
Discussion took place with each of the lead teachers following their launch event to
discuss the project phases, cross curricular activity and their ideas about how it
could be taken forward. Some had very definite ideas, for example the History
teacher at Carnforth produced research the packs on individual soldiers for his
students to explore. The lead teacher at Hodgson wanted her class to produce a wall
hanging instead of a graphic novel from the outset to depict their chosen story. Other
lead teachers wanted to be guided by the Project Co-coordinator.

“An excellent morning. Looking forward to the rest of the project” Andy East. Carnforth High
“Thank you for today. I really enjoyed the session and so did the students” Lisa Lo. Walton-le-Dale
High
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2.2 Phase 2- Researching allocated topics by the schools with support from
the project and the Lancashire Infantry Museum
Follow up visits were arranged by the Project Co-coordinator during the research
phase to provide support. The table below shows which topic each school was
allocated to research and the methods that they used.

Whilst the schools were given topics to concentrate on, the emphasis was on
making the focus of the research as “pupil-led” as possible, as we wanted the
pupils to be inspired and research the stories that had genuinely interested
them. All schools chose to research individual soldiers’ stories linked to their
topics.

All schools were provided with a research packs containing web links, advice on
research, copies of primary sources and recommended secondary sources. All
schools had access to the internet and utilised this to help them with their research.
Some of the teachers needed more support than others during the research phase
ranging from one who was already familiar with doing WW1 soldier research to
another who needed demonstrations on top of the guidance provided in the pack.
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Visits to the Lancashire Infantry Museum were offered to the schools. Walton-le-Dale
took advantage of this and were provided with a structured visit by the Project Cocoordinator. They were able to explore original archive material during their visit and
allowed to photograph documents for further study back at school.
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Topic Allocated
6th Battalion Loyal
North Lancashire
Regiment in
Mesopotamia

Research method
Pupils explored the internet and archive
documents supplied by the project.

Actions of the
Mesopotamia
Campaign

Pupils explored the internet and archive
documents supplied by the project and their
teacher.

The pupils found the website
‘loyalregiment.com’ themselves and felt that
it was particularly useful.

They found the Commonwealth War Graves
website of particular use in getting started as
they were keen to find out about the actions
of the campaign through the perspective of
local men / the local regiment (The King’s
Own (Royal Lancaster) Regiment.
Central Lancaster High
School

The Indian Army in
Mesopotamia

Pupils explored the internet, archive
documents and secondary sources supplied
by the project.

Walton-le-Dale High
School

6th Battalion The
Prince of Wales’ Own
(South Lancashire)
Regiment in
Mesopotamia

Pupils explored the internet and archive
documents supplied by the project.
They found the Commonwealth War Graves
website of particular use in getting started as
they were keen to find out about the
battalion in Mesopotamia through the
perspective a local soldier.
They also visited the Lancashire Infantry
Museum at explore additional archive
material.

2.3 Phase 3- Writing, designing and producing a creative piece, based
on a story selected from the research.
At the end of the research phase, the students were encouraged to choose a
story from their research to turn into a creative piece. The table below shows
the story and creative medium chosen by each school.
School
Hodgson

Story
The story of cousins
Benny Hobson and
James Craig from the

Creative Medium
A wall hanging tapestry
produced with the
assistance of a textile
8
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Carnforth

Central Lancaster

Walton-le-Dale

The Story of Lieut. John
Johnson of the 6th
Battalion King’s Own
(Royal Lancaster)
Regiment
The story of Indian
Soldier Lance Naik Lala
V.C.
The story of Thomas
Harrison 6th Battalion
South Lancashire
Regiment
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artist, then filmed with
time elapsed
photography and an
accompanying audio
narrative
A hand drawn graphic
novel.

A graphic novel using a
variety of Art techniques
to depict the story
An illustrated short story
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“I want to say a huge thank you for all the support you have given us with this
project. You have gone above and beyond!” Alyson Wenham. Hodgson
Academy.
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Phase 4- Presentation and celebration of the creative pieces. Pupils
presented their work at the end of project event at the Lancashire
Infantry Museum on 12th July 2018.

The project formally ended for the schools with a celebratory event held at the
Lancashire Infantry Museum on 12th July 2018. This provided the students
with the opportunity to present their work to the other schools and to share
their journey on the project. Whilst Central Lancaster provided a PowerPoint
presentation they were unable to attend the event due to no staff being
available to bring their students. The Project Coordinator delivered their
presentation on their behalf. The students were also provided with lunch and
a guided tour of the museum.
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The process developed a range of cross-curricular skills including historical
enquiry, research, art and creative writing. The table below shows examples
of this.
Cross-curricular Skills
Historical Enquiry

Research

Art

Creative Writing

Examples
 Artifact handling session
 Individual soldier research
exercise
 Research activity
 Use of research evidence to
build a story
 Use of various websites
including CWGC Website
 Exploration of archive material
from ‘Ancestry’
 Exploration of archive material
at or from the Lancashire
Infantry Museum
 Exploration of archive material
from the King’s Own (Royal
Lancaster) Regiment
 Exploration of various
secondary sources
 Design of tapestry panels
 Creation of tapestry panels
 Creation of story boards
 Use of various art methods to
depict a story
 Hand drawn graphic novel
 Hand drawn images to
illustrate a short story
 Production of a short story
 Production of narrative scripts
to accompany film of the
creative piece
 Production of text to
accompany images

Phase 5- Publication of the creative pieces on the Away from the
Western Front project’s website.
The creative outputs from each school are now available for public view on
the Away From the Western Front project’s website at:
https://awayfromthewesternfront.org/projects/from-lancashire-tomesopotamia/arts/
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3. Aims and Outcomes
Initial Aim

Outcome
Evidence
Engage secondary school teachers and pupils with their local heritage
Engage secondary
 Research that has been undertaken by the schools
 E-mails
school teachers and
 Creative pieces of work have produced by the schools that tell the
 Photographs
pupils with their
story of local men who fought in Mesopotamia
 Creative pieces of work
local heritage,
telling the stories of local
opening their eyes
men who fought in
to the fact that local
Mesopotamia
men travelled to far Published work now
off places during
available on the AFTWF
the First World War
website
(FWW), not just the
Western Front
Using the resources of the Lancashire Infantry Museum
Using the resources
 Creative pieces of work have been produced by some of the schools
 Initial research packs
of the Lancashire
which partially draw on the resources from the Lancashire Infantry
sent to the schools
Infantry Museum, it
Museum
 Photographs of a visit to
was intended that
 Creative pieces have been produced by the students and have
the museum
the students would
subsequently been published on the AFTWF website so that they
 The creative pieces of
explore the
are available for other young people to learn from
work produced and
personal stories
published on the
behind the
AFTWF website
Mesopotamian
Campaign and
interpret those in a
way that opens
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them up to other
young people
LCC will work with students at LIM to develop historical enquiry skills
The Project Co-coordinator worked with Walton-le-Dale School at

LIM on archive material provided by the Curator to build on their

story

Schools were provided with a research pack containing material

from LIM to help them begin their research
Schools explored census documents to uncover the stories of local
soldier’s families left at home
Creative pieces produced which tell the stories of local soldiers who
went to Mesopotamia and their families left at home

LCC will work with

E-mails
students at LIM to
Research packs
develop historical
Photographs
enquiry skills,

The stories told in the
uncovering stories
creative responses from
of local soldiers

the schools
who went to
Mesopotamia and

their families left at
home.
‘Away from the Western Front’ (AFTWF) will engage schools with Iraqi and Indian pupils
‘Away from the
This element did not happen for a variety of reasons (see ‘What worked
Western Front’
less well’ below).
(AFTWF) will
engage schools
with Iraqi and Indian
pupils, inviting them
to contribute their
own perspectives to
the project.
LCC will also select students to meet and correspond with Iraqi students
LCC will also select This element did not happen for a variety of reasons (see ‘What worked
students to meet
less well’ below).
and correspond
with Iraqi students
involved with the
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separate project
funded by the
British Institute for
the Study of Iraq,
which will set up
exchange visits for
6 students and 2
members of staff to
meet a similar
group in the chosen
area (expected to
be London)
Production of body of work, which the school children will be able to draw upon to develop creative activities
After the research
 Schools set up research folders or notebooks to capture the
 E-mails
period, there will be
research undertaken
 Notebooks / folders set
a body of work,
 Students chose stories from their body of research work
up by the schools
which the school
 Those stories were turned into creative pieces of work, which told
 The creative pieces
children will be able
the stories of individuals stories with elements of regimental history
produced
to draw upon to
and of actions in the Mesopotamian campaign.
 AFTWF website which
develop creative
hosts the creative pieces
activities. The form
of work produced
of the creative
output will depend
on the chosen
subject links. Plans
were for an art
project, leading to
the creation of
graphic novels.
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These creative
outputs could tell
the stories of
individuals, medical
issues, regimental
histories, or could
be an interpretation
of a letter home.
This idea was to
cover many crosscurricular elements
including History,
Literacy, ICT, Art
and Design and
History.



To cover many cross curricular elements
Students and Teachers now have knowledge of events in
Mesopotamia during the FWW, much of this through their research
of the events and people involved in them
Narratives, text and short stories written
Art and design work undertaken by all schools




E-mails
Notebooks / folders set
up by the schools

 The creative pieces

produced
 AFTWF website which
hosts the creative pieces
of work produced
Outputs could then be shared digitally and made available as a teaching resource for other schools
The intention was
 Creative pieces produced by all four participating schools have now
 AFTWF website which
that these outputs
been published on the AFTWF website
hosts the creative pieces
could then be
of work produced
shared digitally and
made available as a
teaching resource
for other schools
studying WW1.
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1. Evaluation
4.1 Quantitative evaluation
The following table shows the number of people involved.

Teachers involved

Numbers
8

Students involved

74

Breakdown
Hodgson- 3
Carnforth- 2
Central Lancaster- 2
Walton-le-Dale – 1
Hodgson – 31
Carnforth – 12
Central Lancaster – 17
Walton-le-Dale – 14

The numbers of students at Hodgson Academy and Central Lancaster High
remained consistent throughout, as these schools were able to accommodate
the project within their timetable. Carnforth High and Walton-le-Dale however
were only able to accommodate the project as a lunchtime club. Numbers at
Carnforth remained consistent through most of the research phase, but
gradually dropped to a final three students through the creative phase owning
to the meticulous hand drawn method chosen by the schools for their artwork
and competing with the alternative of play in glorious summer weather.
Walton-le-Dale dropped to seven due to a significant delay in activity between
the launch and the research phase due to competing priorities for the lead
teacher and then down to a final three by the end of the project. Overall
numbers involve in the project was therefore 54 by the end.
4.2 Qualitative Evaluation
We evaluated the project in various ways to gather feedback from
teachers and pupils. The information in this report has been collated
from:
-

Ongoing meetings and email communication with teachers
Photographs
End of project teacher evaluation questionnaire
End of project student evaluation questionnaire

Teacher Feedback
At the end of the project, we asked the teachers involved to complete a
questionnaire. Teachers were asked:


Did your students have any knowledge of the campaign in
Mesopotamia during WW1 prior to taking part in the project?

20
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Have your pupils developed any new skills throughout this
project?



Through the work you have done on the project, would you be
more or less inclined to take different creative approaches to
teaching history?



Did you encounter any difficulties?



Would you be willing to support future CPD events to promote
the ideas behind Lancashire to Mesopotamia?



Have you enjoyed the project?

The responses have been transcribed and can be read in Appendix 1.
In addition, all lead teachers gave positive verbal feedback at various
stages of the project, particularly in relation to the level of support
provided and the obvious work that had been put into the research
packs and launch event. Some of the feedback captured in e-mail
correspondence has been reproduced above in other part of this
evaluation report.
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Feedback from pupils
At the end of the project, we asked the Students involved to complete a
questionnaire. Students were asked:


What new knowledge and skills have you gained from taking
part?



What did you find out that would not have been possible if you
hadn’t taken part in the project?



What things did you enjoy the most, and the least?

A selection of responses representing the range of views have been
transcribed and can be read in Appendix 2.
It was also clear at various states that certain students were clearly impressed
and engaged with the stories that they had uncovered, touched to find
themselves standing in the place where some of their subjects joined the
Army over 100 years ago and showed considerable dedication and
commitment to get their creative pieces finished with some working through
lunch breaks and taking work home.
Feedback from heritage staff
The Curatorial team were happy with the outputs from the project and the end
of project event.
That is brill! Any chance you can email the school (or can I?) to tell them how
fantastic it is?
Awesome, thank you for all your hard work

5. Lessons learned.
What worked well?
-

All the lead teachers stated that the project had developed
their students’ research skills by introducing them to new
sources. This was also recognized by some of the students
themselves as evidenced by some of the responses to the
questionnaire.

-

The students gained new knowledge in the form of the Great
War in Mesopotamia, again this was clearly evidenced by the
responses to the questionnaires form both students and
teachers.
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-

The students gained new knowledge in the form of their local
regiments, how they were involved in Mesopotamia and the
stories of some of the local men who fought there.

-

The students with new knowledge in the form of the role of
the Indian Army in Mesopotamia and some of the Indian
recipients of the Victoria Cross.

-

Some students were able to clearly link their research to their
local area.

-

All of the students involved chose to focus their research and
stories on the experience of individual front line soldiers
rather than major events.

-

The artifact handling session was very well received.

-

Students at three of the schools were able to either work
with, or get advice from art professionals and were able to
enhance their creative skills.

-

The end of project event worked very well with positive
feedback from many of the attendees regarding the day.

What worked less well?
-

Pressures on teachers and their limited time was a
significant factor. Two schools ran the project as a lunchtime
club due to insufficient timetable space to incorporate it into
lesson time. This was a factor in a number of pupils
diminishing over the life of the project, particularly at
Carnforth. They had begun the project with twelve pupils and
most of these remained engaged throughout the research
phase, but dwindled to three during the creative phase when
presented with the choice of play in glorious summer
weather, or meticulous and detailed work in producing a
hand drawn graphic novel. There was also a significant delay
between project launch and the school beginning research in
two schools, which lost initial impetus. At one, the lead
teacher had decided to leave teaching and at the other the
lead teacher had to put the project on hold whilst she
focused on GCSE priorities. At a third school, part of the
research phase was given to a student teacher to progress
who then did nothing. In all three instances, to mitigate
problems the Project Coordinator had to provide additional
support through visits when the schools were ready to
progress.

-

It had been an aim of AFTWF Project that schools should
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engage with Iraqi students via their contacts with a small
group undertaking exchange visits to London and more via
Skype with schools in Iraq. These were good ideas and the
Skype option generated some interest in three of the four
schools (the London visit did not due to time and budget
constraints in all the schools). Unfortunately the Skype
activity came to nothing as the AFTWF contacts were unable
to deliver any Iraqi schools with which the Lancashire
Schools could engage. Significant time was expended with
teachers investigating whether they had the kit and
connectivity and the Project Coordinator chasing details and
even purchasing a USB camera and mic for one school to
use to make up their IT deficiency in relation to this activity.
With hindsight, this activity needed to have been better
defined and prepared from the outset.
-

There were also some add hoc additional suggestions /
requests from AFTWF made during the project. These were
interesting, could have been of additional benefit to the
schools and in an ideal world would have been great to have
been able to pursue. However, with the time pressures and
competing priorities that the teachers were experiencing,
approaches to the schools with potential additional tasks
were not received with enthusiasm. It is therefore
recommended that in the current climate all proposed project
activity is clearly defined and set out for schools at the outset
of the project and not added to during the life of the project
(particularly when dealing with secondary schools).
Generally, ‘scope creep’ on projects can often introduce risks
to the delivery of core objectives.
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6. Conclusion
Whilst there were a number of challenges during the project, not least limited
teacher time and their competing priorities, overall, the project has succeeded
in delivering its key research and creative aims. All four schools that took part:
1. Researched a given area relating to the campaign in Mesopotamia
2. Uncovered and explored stories of local soldiers who fought there
3. Increased their awareness of the role of the Indian Army in the
campaign
4. Selected stories to turn into creative pieces of work
5. Produced four very different and engaging creative pieces which have
now been published on the AFTWF Project’s website and are therefore
available for other young people to learn from
Owen Powell
Project Coordinator.
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Appendix 1
Project Evaluation – Teachers Questionnaire Quotes for RC

Hodgson Academy (Mrs Wenham)
1. Did your students have any knowledge of the campaign in Mesopotamia
during WW1 prior to taking part in the project?

No

2. Have your students developed any new skills throughout this project?

Their research skills have widened as they have been introduced to different
web-sites and different sources

3. Through the work you have done on the project, would you be more or less
inclined to take different creative approaches to teaching history?

Time permitting yes

4. Did you encounter any difficulties?

Time constraints

5. Would you be willing to support future CPD events to promote the ideas behind
Lancashire to Mesopotamia?
That’s a question for our History Asst Lead and Head of Humanities - sorry

6. Have you enjoyed the project?

Yes, I have learnt a great deal myself about Mesopotamia and have had the
chance to work in a small group with some of the pupils in my class which I
wouldn’t normally get chance to do.
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Carnforth High School (Mr Potter)
1. Did your students have any knowledge of the campaign in Mesopotamia
during WW1 prior to taking part in the project?

No

2. Have your students developed any new skills throughout this project?
Yes – Source skills, research and new knowledge.

3. Through the work you have done on the project, would you be more or less
inclined to take different creative approaches to teaching history?

Yes, I will be in touch with Museum Services.

4. Did you encounter any difficulties?

No

5. Would you be willing to support future CPD events to promote the ideas behind
Lancashire to Mesopotamia?

Yes

6. Have you enjoyed the project?

Yes, hard work but rewarding.
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Central Lancaster High School (Mr Johnstone)
1. Did your students have any knowledge of the campaign in Mesopotamia during
WW1 prior to taking part in the project?

No.

2. Have your students developed any new skills throughout this project?

Source and research skills.

3. Through the work you have done on the project, would you be more or less
inclined to take different creative approaches to teaching history?
More inclined – good ideas developed.

4. Did you encounter any difficulties?

Maintaining interest and progress. Coordinating with colleagues.

5. Would you be willing to support future CPD events to promote the ideas behind
Lancashire to Mesopotamia?

I will be on sabbatical from CLHS next year so will find that difficult.

6. Have you enjoyed the project?
Yes – interesting and thought provoking.
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Walton-le-Dale High School (Mrs Lo)
1. Did your students have any knowledge of the campaign in Mesopotamia during
WW1 prior to taking part in the project?

No knowledge

2. Have your students developed any new skills throughout this project?

Research skills using different types of websites, documents and artifacts.

3. Through the work you have done on the project, would you be more or less
inclined to take different creative approaches to teaching history?

Yes definitely

4. Did you encounter any difficulties?

Finding the time in school to dedicate to the project.

5. Would you be willing to support future CPD events to promote the ideas behind
Lancashire to Mesopotamia?

Yes

6. Have you enjoyed the project?

Really enjoyed learning about the campaign, researching and meeting other
professionals involved in history.
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Appendix 2
Project Evaluation – Students Questionnaire

Hodgson Academy – Six students completed the questionnaire. A summary of
their responses with highlights is provided below.
1. What new knowledge and skills have you gained from taking part?
“I have learnt a lot about Mesopotamia and the soldiers and battles that took place there”
“All about the campaigning to Mesopotamia. How we actually fought. How locals from near me helped out”
“I learnt a lot because I knew nothing at the start”

2. What did you find out that would not have been possible if you hadn’t taken part in the project?
“Personal stories”
“Awards given out E.g. VC (Victoria Cross)”
“I wouldn’t have found out how many soldiers from Lancashire fought and died”
“I wouldn’t have known about James Craig and Benny Hobson”

3. What things did you enjoy the most, and the least?
Best bits

Worst bits

“Presenting the project”

“Introduction to the presentation”

“Looking at artifacts”

“When people came in and did talks”

“Creating my project, researching it”

“Some of the research took a long time”

“I liked making the tapestry because it was fun”
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Carnforth High School – Three students completed the questionnaire. A
summary of their responses with highlights is provided below.
1. What new knowledge and skills have you gained from taking part?
“I have gained knowledge of the battles that took part away from the Western Front and how many soldiers
came from our local area to fight in Mesopotamia. I have a greater understanding of WW1”

2. What did you find out that would not have been possible if you hadn’t taken part in the project?
“I found out about the fascinating story of a local soldier and how the war was fought in Mesopotamia”
“I found out about local soldiers and their stories”

3. What things did you enjoy the most, and the least?
Best bits
“I enjoyed learning about the story of John Fredric
Johnson”
“I enjoyed looking at artifacts from the First World
War”

Worst bits
“The drawing took a lot of time and patience”
“Parts of it have been very hard work and it took a lot
of patience”

“I got to work with my friends”
“It was an interesting and new experience”
“It was a good experience”
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Central Lancaster High School – Seventeen students completed the
questionnaire. A summary of their responses with highlights is provided
below.

1. What new knowledge and skills have you gained from taking part?
“I have learned new research skills”
“I have learnt about the regiments of Lancaster and Mesopotamia”
“I have learned about the Mesopotamia war and soldiers who won the Victoria Cross”
“I have researched the Indian soldiers on the Mesopotamian front and especially the Indian Soldiers who
gained a VC”
“Learning about the Ottoman Empire and it’s relationship with other empires”
“How to work as a group on research”
“I learned to look deeper for information”
“I have learned new research skills since starting the project and have discovered more aspects of
Mesopotamia and WW1. I have also improved my teamwork skills”

2. What did you find out that would not have been possible if you hadn’t taken part in the project?
“The conditions of World War 1”
“I wouldn’t have known about soldiers like Lance Naik Lala”
“I wouldn’t have been able to do the art piece / comic strip or see the memorabilia when we first met Owen”
“I found out about Mesopotamia and what happened there. I found out that Iraq is the new name for
Mesopotamia”
“About Mesopotamia and the bravery of British and Indian soldiers”
“That WW1 wasn’t just based round the West”
“That there were Indian soldiers who won the VC by helping people with extreme bravery”

3. What things did you enjoy the most, and the least?
Best bits

Worst bits
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“When we had to do our own research”
“Writing a lot”

“The first lesson where we dressed up and Owen
talked to us about it”
“When Owen came to talk about the Ottoman
Empire”

“Homework”
“Reading through large books”
“Working on my own”

“The project in art”
“Group work”
“Making storyboards”

Walton-le-Dale High School – Three students completed the questionnaire. A
summary of their responses with highlights is provided below.

1. What new knowledge and skills have you gained from taking part?
“I have learnt about the many trials and hardships the soldiers faced. I had originally not heard of
Mesopotamia or the battles”
“I have gained a lot of new knowledge about World War One especially in Mesopotamia”
“All about the battles of Mesopotamia, how bad the conditions were, how far WW1 battles spread”

2. What did you find out that would not have been possible if you hadn’t taken part in the project?
“That a soldier that lived around 10 mins away actually fought there, and how not all of WW1 was fought in
France”
“Learning about WW1 at school you just look at the Western Front, but it’s nice to look at other battles”

3. What things did you enjoy the most, and the least?
Best bits

Worst bits
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“Speaking in front of people due to anxiety”

“Expanding my knowledge of WW1”
“Drawing the pictures”
“Finding new information”
“Visiting the museum and looking at artifacts”
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